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There appear to be many factors that conspire to threaten 

the Young Bar:

•		The	economic	downturn	that	must	affect	

the number of briefs that are available.

•		The	repeated	attempts	to	regulate	

the Bar from the outside, or ter-

minate its separate identity; by 

legislation if needs be.

•		The	fact	that	almost	one-

and-a half decades after the 

advent of democracy the legal 

professions are still not united 

in single structures represent-

ing common ideals and shared 

visions.

•		The	continued	

imbalances of 

gender and 

representivity in its 

numbers.

•		The	continuing	challenge	to	achieve	

equitable	briefing	patterns.

•		The	challenges	that	face	the	independence	of	the	judiciary	and	the	

alarming manner in which our courts are drawn into the existing 

political turmoils. 

•		The	consequent	damage	done	to	the	respect	in	which	the	entire	

legal system is held by the public at large.

•		The	huge	systemic	challenges	that	stand	in	the	way	of	access	to	

justice, particularly for those that need it most: the poor, the disad-

vantaged, the young, the victims of crime.

•			The	overcrowding	of	court	rolls,	delays	in	the	finalisation	of	trials,	in	

particular, criminal trials.

•		The	crime	wave	that	engulfs	our	country.

•		The	general	lack	of	service	delivery	to	the	most	vulnerable	members	

of our society.

•		The	overcrowding	of	correctional	institutions.

•		The	aggression	that	has	become	part	of	the	national	discourse	-	the	

last time that the term ‘elimination’ was used in a political context, 

it	was	by	the	hit	squads	of	the	apartheid	state	who	called	them-

selves the ‘Civil Cooperation Bureau.’

While there may deep cause for concern, we 

should take heart from the fact that felines have 

nine lives and are one of the most durable species 

in creation. They are resourceful and have a mind 

of their own.

The Bar is indeed no 

stranger to both internal 

and extemal challenges 

and divisions. In the days 

shortly after the Boer War, 

the Boer General JBM 

Hertzog and a number of 

other Boer campaigners 

were members of the 

Bar - and so were many 

who had fought 

on the side of the 

Bnts. Members of 

the Bar joined the 

1914 rebellion against the 

Botha govemment’s entry into the First World War while many others 

supported the authorities.The Bar suffered the afflictions of the 

Rinderpest and the Depression with the entire nation in the twen-

ties and thirties. Some members of the Bar were jailed for sabotage 

shortly before and during the Second World War, including at least 

one later prominent judge of the High Court; while others were 

interned as security risks, among them John Vorster, a later prime 

minister - while at the same time many other members distinguished 

themselves in uniform in the battles against Nazi Germany;

After the war, many members became National Party MPs and 

MPCs, others were advanced as members of the Broederbond while 

at the same time the Arthur Chaskalsons, the Bram Fischers and the 

Johann	Krieglers	courageously	raised	the	standards	of	liberty,	equality	

and human rights.

Black members were officially excluded from membership by at 

least one Bar that amended its constitution only after a long struggle 

in the seventies - without the GCB ever taking steps against that Bar. 

Legislation prevented a later Chief Justice from taking chambers with 

his colleagues. Women were excluded from the professions for many 

years and their eventual admission was more than just a little reluc-
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The Young Bar
By Judge Eberhard Bertelsmann of the Transvaal High Court

If the elder members of the Bar, the established silks, are to be referred to, as some do, as the legal 
‘fat cats,’ the junior Bar would represent the ‘thin kittens.’ Kittens have a right and a legitimate 

expectation	to	be	allowed	to	grow	into,	at	least,	silky	-	if	not	fat	-	adult	felines.	If	I	were	in	the	
otherwise desirable position to be able to count myself among the thin kittens once again, I would 
nonetheless regard my present circumstances and the immediate future prospects of my profession 
with a great deal of apprehension.
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tant. The first official rebel Bar was established - at the latest - in the 

sixties by, inter alia, an advocate who was to become one the most 

respected of South Africa’s Appeal Court judges.

From the fifties until the eighties, human rights lawyers suffered 

the unwelcome attentions of the apartheid security police, were 

interrogated, arrested and jailed - and some of them are now among 

our leading judicial lights.

The Bar has always needed to be vigilant to protect itself from 

those among its ranks who fail to meet its high standards - today 

there are uncomfortable rumours about some members who alleg-

edly fail to prepare for their appearance; and others who take mul-

tiple first-day briefs at first-day fees on the same roll knowing that 

the matters are not ripe for hearing.

The Bar survived all these rogue elements and cataclysmic 

events, clashes of personalities and political persuasions as well as 

direct assaults upon the independence of the courts - such as when 

President Paul Kruger attempted to fire the Transvaal High Court or 

the Nats introduced the High Court of Parliament. 

The	Bar	survived	because	of	its	unique	ability	to	accommodate	

individuals from widely divergent backgrounds who share the 

common dedication to practise as independent individuals, free from 

the constraints of being tied to big corporate clients and beholden to 

nobody but the law and the pursuit of justice. The majority of these 

individuals are, and will always be, members of the Junior Bar. They 

share	the	privilege	of	belonging	to	a	unique	brotherhood	of	prac-

titioners who share an ethos that allows any one to seek guidance 

and advice from any other member, however senior, to oppose each 

other in serious argument and debate in court and yet to remain 

colleagues.

Above all, the fearless application of the cab rank service to any 

client, whoever he or she may be, however prominent, decadent, 

irritable, admirable or horrible, distinguishes the Bar from any other 

pursuit of the law.

This year we celebrate the birthday of the world’s best-known 

human rights lawyer, Mr Nelson Rolihlahla Mandela. His example is a 

shining guideline of the true lawyer’s practice:

•		A	complete	absence	of	self-interest.

•		Dedication	to	an	ideal	that	is	greater	than	oneself	-	the	pursuit	of	

justice. 

•		Uncompromising	moral	and	intellectual	independence.

•		Fearless	advancement	of	the	truth.

•		Disregard	for	any	personal	consequences.

•		Placing	the	interest	of	the	client	above	other	considerations.

•		Placing	the	public	interest	above	money	or	similar	rewards.

These characteristics must define the service rendered by the 

Bar, and especially the Junior Bar, because the juniors handle most 

appearances in our courts.

While I trust that you still believe that you cannot do without the 

High Court and its judges, I know that the High Court and its judges 

cannot do without you. The Bench depends in these turbulent times 

more than ever upon the Junior Bar for guidance and assistance by 

their:

•		Thorough	research	of	fact	and	law.

•		Proper	analysis	of	the	problem	at	hand.

•		Full	and	comprehensive	preparation.

•		Absolute	honesty.

•		Development	of	new	ideas.

•		Incorporation	of	new	tools	such	as	IT	and	recordings	made	by	cell	

phones.

•		Integration	of	traditional	law.

•		Fearless	defence	of	the	client’s	rights.

•		Standing	up	to	irrational,	obtuse,	difficult	and	irascible	judges	-	and	

patience with those of us whose hearing and insight are not what 

they used to be.

•		Dedication	to	the	values	of	the	Constitution.

•		Pro	bono	services	to	the	poor.

•		Maintenance	of	ethical	standards	and,	by	doing	all	of	this.

•		Maintaining	the	unique	character	of	the	Bar.

In this way, we meet our joint calling - to be custodians of the 

Constitution.

Cats can be a nuisance at times - when they are noisy at night or 

sometimes catch a garden bird - but they are indispensable: Without 

them, the rats take over. A vibrant, boisterous, courageous Young 

Bar is indispensable to the continued existence of our democracy.

May you find value and meaning in your deliberations in the 

knowledge that our country cannot do without you. I thank you for 

the privilege of allowing me to address you.

Down

1. Your place or mine for the formalities? (PRETRIAL)

2. What you deliver your address with (APPLOMB)

3. What you try to do with your address (PERSUADE)

4. When you divide the liability (APPORTION)

5. Application (MOTION)

6. What to do when in doubt (DENY)

Across
1. The relief sought (PRAYER)

2. What all criminals should be (SANE)

3. Where Terror Lekota is headed (OPPOSITION)

4. Can be used to avoid the fighting (MEDIATION)

Legal Crossword Number 6: Answers


